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thE Dentist
DAVID CRUM

For many decades, technology has
consistently provided opportunities for the
dental profession, but in the end, informed
personal care requires human interaction
and interpretation, says dentist David Crum.
Crum, who was made an Officer of the
New Zealand Order of Merit for services to
dentistry this year, says one of the earlier
areas he can see AI having an impact on
is digital imaging.
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“The bottom line is that there will be data
collected from digital imaging that will be
extensive and helpful across populations, but
to adjust to a patient’s circumstances still relies
on human interpretation.”
<<
Technology for the legal profession
spans everything from entry-level
document templates and dictation
products through to chatbots
taking information from clients up
front, allowing lawyers to jump in
when legal expertise is required.
“Where it adds value for lawyers at
the moment is using tech to gather
information for lawyers who then
use their judgement, empathy and
critical thinking skills to add to it.”
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Where it adds value for
lawyers at the moment
is using tech to gather
information for lawyers
who then use their
judgement, empathy
and critical thinking
skills to add to it.

The future of the industry is bright,
he says, with lawyers’ interpersonal
skills more important than ever.
“Lawyers need to be curious,
adaptable and looking to change
but that’s not just with technology;
that’s with everything we do.”
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07 / Lawyer Andrew King
08 / Andrew runs LawFest,
an annual conference on legal
innovation and technology

Dr Tony Fernando

“Scans hold a huge amount of data, and
treatment options for dental decay based
on digital information is a real possibility,
but the difficulty is in nuances and how you
collect conversational data and other things
that have an effect on where treatment should
be carried out and how.

The physical mechanics of orthodontics could
also benefit from AI with tooth and jaw image
and bone density scan databases offering
diagnostic and treatment planning options.
And cosmetic dentistry is already being
advanced by computer-generated visual
interpretations of various treatment options,
he says.

Caring with
compassion
As humans, caring for each other is innate. In times of sickness
or sadness, caring for someone with compassion comes naturally
in order for us to survive.

“I see potential in more accurate diagnosis
and treatment, but dentistry is still a largely
surgical treatment-based profession, so I
think when we are talking changes across
populations, access and cost, it’s more likely
we’ll see preventive ‘medical’ science rather
than technology make the biggest impact
to move us on from what we currently
do. I don’t see computers as the dentist’s
replacement.”
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uphold compassion?
Upholding compassion starts with the
doctor themselves. If doctors can’t be

Approaching healthcare with compassion

Compassionate healthcare must also

compassionate towards themselves, it will

sounds like an obvious rule of thumb.

apply to the doctor who is treating the

be difficult for doctors to show compassion

However, with high-stress situations and

patient. The suicide rate for doctors is

to patients. An important factor is ensuring

difficult patients, it can be hard to retain

high, and this is a situation that could be

that doctors manage their fatigue and

compassion as a healthcare professional.

avoided if the right support and education

stress. This can make all the difference to

were put in place on how to deal with

whether or not the patient feels properly

tragedies, burnout or extreme stress.

supported and cared for. It is a tricky thing,

Dr Tony Fernando has been studying

but going easy on yourself is important

compassion in healthcare for over eight

One of the biggest hurdles is getting
databases sufficient in size given dentists
generally work within individually owned
private practices that keep different sets
of records.

How can medical professionals

years, calling it a ‘game changer’ when

Why does compassion diminish?

when there are difficult patients or tragic

it comes to the mental health of doctors

If a doctor is feeling tired, grumpy,

situations. We have to support each other

and nurses.

overworked and stressed out, showing

in hard scenarios and understand that

compassion will be difficult. Other external

everyone is doing their best. Sometimes,

Why is compassion so important

factors also affect compassion, for

doctors have to make a conscious choice

in healthcare?

example, overstimulating and distracting

to be compassionate. It won't happen by

It has been that patients who are treated

environments like a hospital ward or a busy

itself, and it takes effort. Making a goal or

by compassionate doctors have a faster

practice where there are many people,

reminder each day can be helpful (I like to

and smoother recovery. When a person

noises and paperwork. Other factors that

leave a note on my computer!) especially

feels they are being truly cared for, they

can diminish compassion are difficulties

if you’re rushing around. When a doctor

feel safe, their stress levels are reduced

with patients, for example, not being able to

is stressed out, the patient can sense this

and the body can focus on repairing its

diagnose them or if they need an interpreter

and may become upset or rude. The key

physical health. For the patient's family,

– anything that complicates the situation

is to see through this and understand the

a compassionate doctor can make all

and can cause frustration. Lastly, difficult

difficult patient is suffering and merely

the difference in feeling secure and

and demanding patients and families can

longing to be cared for.

educated about their sick family member.

kill compassion.
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Wellington
has NZ's most
expensive rent:
$565 a week
(median)

Alex Cassels

I want Te Aro
to be spoken
of in the same
way as Fitzroy
or Shibuya or
Shinjuku or
Williamsburg.

WELLINGTON
found to be one of the most
unaffordable countries in
the world to buy a house,
with median prices over six
times the median household
income – more than three
is considered unaffordable.

These are symptoms of a housing crisis that’s
affecting much of the country as demand far
outstrips supply and prices skyrocket. The
unaffordability of housing is leaving many young
people considering life without ever owning their
own home.
New Zealand economist Shamubeel Eaqub has
written extensively about what he calls Generation
Rent and how society needs to adjust its attitude
to long-term tenancies to accommodate for
the massive reduction in New Zealand’s home
ownership rates. Eaqub says, for rentals to be
considered homes, they need longer-term tenancies
with more security and more flexibility such as
being able to own pets and make improvements.

Inner city
living for good
Converting unused commercial space
into affordable apartments is putting
central Wellington on the map.

These are things Cassels is focused on offering
his tenants.

Williamsburg, Shibuya, Surrey Hills ... Te Aro?
Wellington property developer Alex Cassels thinks
this central Wellington suburb could be of the same
calibre of these famous areas in world-class cities
and is doing what he can to create it.
He’s working to create an inner-city area filled
with young professionals and students renting
affordable apartments by converting empty
commercial buildings.
And it’s needed. In January, it was revealed
Wellington rents were the most expensive in the
country, with the median rent $565 a week, up
8.2 percent year on year. New Zealand was also
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“A lot of people who own residential property in
New Zealand didn’t do it to get into becoming a
landlord. It’s simply a short-term arrangement until
they can sell and pocket some money.
“We want happy and sustainable arrangements.
I think a lot of people are reticent about investing
a lot of their time or energy into a rental they might
lose arbitrarily or can only have for a year. But if
you extend the tenure from one to three, four, five
years, then you can, as a tenant, have security and
you can develop a closer bond with your apartment
or house.”
A resident of Te Aro, Wellington’s densely populated
inner city urban zone, he wants central Wellington

on mas the magazine for mas members

to be a vibrant, inspiring, progressive area to live,
work and play in, which starts with offering good,
affordable living conditions.
“One thing that really interests me in repurposing
property within the CBD and CBD fringe is that it
puts people, especially younger aspiring people who
are looking to find their place in a new city or new job
or building a new life, in the part of the city where
they’re going to meet people, they’re going to have
these serendipitous connections and collisions.”
His affordable housing scheme is called Te Kainga,
a name gifted by mana whenua. The apartments
Cassels is creating are affordable, comfortable and
pet-friendly. They have free wifi throughout the
building and free rubbish collection.
So far, Cassels’ development company has provided
accommodation to 500 people. In late 2018, he
partnered with the Wellington City Council with
a 15-year lease agreement to provide affordable
apartments for CBD workers. Three commercial
buildings were ringfenced for conversion for
accommodation for 500 more people. It’s a start
towards the 3,800 housing units the city is short of.
Cassels says converting existing office buildings
into accommodation provides the speed needed
to remedy the housing crisis in the city, with the
average new build taking four years versus one
year on average for conversion.
Cassels says more people living in the inner city
is a good thing for building a vibrant, diverse,
energetic culture.
“I want Te Aro to be spoken of in the same way as
Fitzroy or Shibuya or Shinjuku or Williamsburg.
I’m hopeful that Te Aro is put in that stable. It
has all of the raw materials. It badly needs more
planting; there should be so many more mature
trees and more green spaces. But all the raw
materials are here to be in that league.”
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Check out
my YouTube
channel: Living
Big in a Tiny
House
Mortgage-free
and ready for
adventure

01 / Matthew Lillis in his new
mezzanine bedroom
02 / Building his own tiny house has
allowed Lillis to live a life of adventure
03 / YouTuber Bryce Langston has built
his own tiny house
04 / Langston travels the globe
to meet tiny-house residents

01

03

Could shrinking your space
be the answer to the housing
affordability crisis?
At 27, Hamilton environmental engineer

His house, which took him just over a year to

“They call us Generation Rent – people my

complete without any building experience,

age and younger have resigned themselves

cost him about $62,000 to complete, which

that they’re never going to own a home. The

he was able to pay with cash leaving him

tiny-house movement resonates with many

debt-free at the end of the process.

people because it’s enough. It’s small, it’s

he built himself and is able to live the life

“It’s very liberating [to be able to work less

he wants.

and travel]. You can have some of the

Everything after that is surplus.”

are building cheap for profit.”
Langston says numbers of Kiwis in tiny

For him, that means heading off on

own space without being tied to a traditional

houses are unknown as they still exist within

Lillis says his tiny house looks “better than

adventures. First up, walking the Te Araroa

mortgage and 40-hour working week.”

a legal grey area.

he could have imagined”, and he’s looking

the bottom. He’s done it by rethinking how

Lillis is one of many Kiwis looking at tiny

“One of the sticking points is you look at a

much space he needs to live in, choosing to

houses to solve issues facing people trying

traditional tiny house on wheels and people

“I’d like to get some land for my tiny house

build his own tiny house, which he finished

to get onto the property ladder: soaring

say ‘what’s the difference between a tiny

at some point but one of the great things

in January.

prices and a lack of supply.

house and a caravan?’ Councils are worried

is not having to know right now. I have the

if they legalise caravan living we’ll create

flexibility to go where life takes me.”

forward to living life on a small scale.

Lillis says he’s always enjoyed tramping and

New Zealand YouTube creator Bryce

living in a tent, so when he discovered the

Langston has been operating his channel,

tiny-house movement, a lightbulb went off.

Living Big in a Tiny House for five years. He

trailer parks.”
As more people look for alternatives to the
He disagrees with this concern.

housing crisis, he thinks tiny houses will
become more mainstream.

creates videos where he meets people living
“I’m really at my happiest when I’m living

in tiny houses and small spaces as well as

“I think tiny-house living is different in every

in a tent and tramping in the South Island,

working on his own tiny-house projects.

way shape and form. It happens to be

“In New Zealand, people on good incomes

on wheels, but the similarities stop there.

are struggling to buy a house, so this isn’t

so I realised I didn’t need very much space
at all. It made a lot of sense to me to have

Langston was working as an actor in

You usually see a greater quality in the

a fringe movement. It’s a viable alternative

a mortgage-free house that doesn’t tie me

Auckland when his work started drying up

build because people are able to afford to

and it’s maybe the only alternative for people

to a particular piece of land, or if my life

and he started looking for the next thing.

spend more on better materials, and the

who would have been doing quite well. This

circumstances change, I can use it to build

The tiny-house movement in the United

creativity you see built into tiny houses

has made it more mainstream and more

a bigger house.

States was gaining traction, and he saw it as

is extraordinary. People are building for

socially acceptable.”

an opportunity to allow him to continue a

themselves as opposed to the mainstream

“Not having a mortgage and being trapped

creative career while also building himself

for the rest of my life means I can work less so

a simple, beautiful and cheap home.

I can go off and have adventures like going off
tramping and doing volunteering,” he says.

huge opportunities
19

housing market where property developers

trappings of having your own home and

Trail from the top of the South Island to

Tiny houses

04

simple and your most basic needs are met.

Matthew Lillis is mortgage-free in a home

02
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“I expected my channel to last six months or
a year, but five years later I’m still travelling
the world seeing downsized architecture.”
Langston says, for some, tiny houses can be
the answer to the challenges facing younger
generations.
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Matthew Lillis

You can have some of the trappings of
having your own home and own space
without being tied to a traditional
mortgage and 40-hour working week.
20
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“The body only stores vitamin D for about three months.
This is particularly noted in colder countries or parts of
New Zealand where, unless mum walks around in shorts
and t-shirts 12 months of the year or takes off to sunny

The rising
risk of food
allergies

Fiji in winter, her breast milk will have a poorer vitamin
D status.”
03

04 Eat early, eat often
01 Hygiene hypothesis

Richards says guidelines now encourage parents to feed

First introduced in the late 1980s by David P. Strachan,

their babies anything and everything as soon as they’re

a professor of epidemiology, the hygiene hypothesis

old enough to eat solids and children to continue to eat

proposed a lack of exposure to germs can increase an

those foods regularly throughout childhood.

individual’s susceptibility to allergies and disease.
Former advice suggested parents avoid known food

Childhood food allergies are
increasing in numbers and
complexity across the globe,
including in New Zealand, and
there’s not one clear cause.

“Basically, we see lower rates of allergy in children whose

allergens for the first few years of life. However, that

immune systems have to work a bit harder, like those

has been proven to have little impact in preventing

living on a farm, with siblings, having pets. Meeting a

food allergies, and Richards says it could actually

bug in early childhood years seems to be protective,”

increase prevalence.

Richards says.
Plunket guidelines recommend introducing one food
She also sees higher rates of allergy in children born

at a time and to add a new food every two to four days

by caesarean as they are born with a sterile gut.

so parents can identify which food caused a reaction.
If there are no early indicators of allergy, this process

“I always ask about the route of birth, and children

could be sped up.

In her two-decade-long career, specialist allergy

that have allergy and gut issues who are born by

dietitian Anna Richards has been watching as

caesarean are over-represented in my practice. Initial

Richards says parents should keep feeding their

incidents of food allergy in children rise in numbers

gut colonisation occurs as the baby passes through

children allergens once they’ve been introduced as she

and complexity.

the birth canal. If that doesn’t happen, there is a

sees cases where a food is introduced to a child once

different mix of gut microbiota.

or twice and then not eaten again for several months,
resulting in a severe reaction.

“When I first started, it wasn’t uncommon for children
to have a single allergy or a couple of allergies, but

02 Dual exposure hypothesis

now we see multiple and more complex food allergies

This hypothesis considers when and how children are

“Ideally, children should be eating an allergen two to

often persisting into adulthood.”

exposed to allergens, theorising that exposure to food

three times a week but at least once a week once it

allergens through the skin alone can lead to an allergy, but

is introduced. Eat everything and anything, and keep

Common food allergens include cow's milk, egg, soy,

consumption of these foods at an early age concurrently

eating it.”

wheat, fish, shellfish, peanuts and tree nuts. Novel or

with topical exposure may promote tolerance.
And she warns parents against cutting out foods unless

new allergies include lupin flour, commonly used in
Europe, and sesame, possibly due to the popularity

01

Richards says this is particularly prevalent in children
slippery slope.

she’s concerned many parents are diagnosing their
children without seeing a doctor and eliminating
food groups unnecessarily.
The Remuera-based dietitian says the rise in
childhood food allergies is part of a worldwide trend
with an increase in all autoimmune disorders that
has left specialists wondering what the cause might
be – and they’ve come up with a few ideas.
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“These days, parents are able to access their own
allergy tests or are accessing their own test results

While the jump in numbers with food allergy could be
down to better and earlier diagnoses, Richards says

their child is formally diagnosed with an allergy.

who have dry eczematous skin and are already on a

of hummus.

01 / Anna Richards,
specialist allergy
dietitian
02 / Early exposure
to germs can be
protective
03 / Eat everything
and anything, and
keep eating it
04 / Mums to be need
vitamin D

“I have seen cases of anaphylaxis on the first

without GP guidance in interpreting the results, often

consumption of egg, for example, when raw egg has

resulting in foods being unnecessarily excluded. If the

previously been smeared over dry eczematous skin

child is consuming the food happily but the test shows

as a treatment.”

raised antibodies, it is important they do not stop eating
the food as it may result in them developing a full-

03 Vitamin D hypothesis

blown allergy. Tolerance can be lost remarkably quickly.

Lack of vitamin D has been linked to the onset of

02

04
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childhood atopy and food allergies. Richards says higher

“No matter what the test says, if your child currently

rates of allergies are seen in babies born in winter and

tolerates it, keep on eating it, otherwise you may be

spring compared to those born in summer and autumn.

setting your kids up for a fall.”
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01–03 / Sydney Kanda’s
Here for Good Day took
place in Zimbabwe, where
he worked with the Albino
Association of Zimbabwe in
Bulawayo distributing hats
and sunglasses to the kids.
Albino people in Zimbabwe
face suspicion, stigma and
discrimination that sees them
harassed at school and often
unable to get jobs. They are
also at high risk of skin cancer
under the fierce African sun.
Kanda says, despite this, they
remain positive: “They have
nothing, but nothing takes
away that smile off their faces.
I was amazed at how what we
think to be so small can mean
so much to someone else.
Never underestimate a gift –
no matter how small it looks
to you. Give. Give. Give and
give again!”
04 / Christchurch Branch
spent half of their Here for
Good Day helping set up for the
Christchurch Charity Hospital
Gala. It’s the biggest fundraiser
of the year for the charity.
05–08 / MAS Marketing and
Products Team spent their
Here for Good Day at Te Rito
Gardens, a social enterprise
cooperative in Porirua that
teaches people how to grow
organic food sustainably.

02

03

Here for
Good Days
MAS introduced the opportunity
for staff to volunteer a day a year,
at a charity or not-for-profit of their
choice. They've embraced the idea,
with teams and individuals helping
with everything from fundraising to
getting their hands dirty gardening.
Here are the experiences of some
MAS team members.
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09–10 / Hannah O'Connor,
Alanah Hight-Johnson and
Jennifer Ledingham spoke
up for animals by volunteering
with HUHA – Helping Us
Help Animals. O'Connor and
Hight-Johnson spent their day
collecting donations for the
organisation, and Ledingham
spent the day cleaning the
homes of more than 40 dogs
and puppies that the shelter
housed, before taking some
out for a walk. Ledingham says
she regularly volunteers with
HUHA, a not-for-profit that’s
always looking for donations of
food, toys, bedding and money
for surgeries to get the dogs
vaccinated, microchipped and
spayed or neutered before they
go to their forever home.
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THE LOST MAN
by Jane Harper / Pan Macmillan / RRP $38

In review

THE BOOK OF HUMANS
by Adam Rutherford / Orion Publishing / RRP $35

Are we as special as we think we are? In this entertaining,
information-packed book, British scientist Adam
Rutherford demonstrates how hard it is to pinpoint any
one thing that separates humans from other animals,
no matter which angle you try: genetic, linguistic,
technological, sexual, etc. There’s a lot of ground to cover
here, and he does so in just 233 pages, which results in
some frustratingly brief explorations (belief in God, for
example, barely merits a paragraph). Still, you’ll come
away marvelling, paradoxically, both at how unique we are
and at how much we overestimate our own uniqueness.

Book reviews by India Lopez

WAYS TO CHANGE
THE WORLD — PODCAST

Deep in the Australian outback, station
owner Cameron Bright parks his car
and walks out into the unforgiving
landscape towards what he must know
is certain death. Why did he do it? As
Cameron’s brother Nathan tries to
unravel the mystery of his brother’s final
days, he realises the people closest to
him know more than they’re letting on.
Jane Harper has written an absolutely
gripping suspense novel here, with
sparse prose and pitch-perfect dialogue.
The quiet deadliness of the outback
mirrors the complex psyches of the
people who live there. Nature can be
brutal, human nature even more so.

Hosted by Krishnan Guru-Murthy
Channel 4

With topics spanning changing the justice system
to feminism, diversity and ethical fashion, Ways to
Change the World podcast offers broad wide-ranging
conversations with interesting people. Hosted by
British television presenter Krishnan Guru-Murthy,
each episode explores ideas influencing how we think,
act and live. Guru-Murthy, who is known in the UK for
his thought-provoking television interviews wanted to
give guests the chance to speak in long form, covering
a variety of topics they feel passionately about. Two
seasons in, and it’s clear the formula is working.
Possibly his most famous episode came from featuring
actor Jameela Jamil, who has taken a stand against
airbrushing and celebrities promoting weightloss
products to impressionable fans and followers.
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… various American cities,
four sons, three husbands,
many affairs, jazz, drugs,
booze, art, travel.

BLINKIST – APP
Free 7-day trial, then various
subscription options

… it’s a
celebration of
New Zealand
music that
I hope will
resonate
locally as well
as across the
globe.

interior worlds. Take “Itinerary”, in
which she packs an entire coming-of-age
story into eight pages, spanning only the
length of a plane journey.

DAFFODILS — MOVIE
Directed by David Stubbs
In cinemas from March 21

Based on a play, Daffodils tells a love
story using reimagined iconic Kiwi songs
including Chris Knox's Not Given Lightly,
The Dance Exponents' I'll Say Goodbye
and The Swingers' Counting the Beat.
Directed by David Stubbs, Daffodils is
based on the original play written by
Rochelle Bright and brought to the stage
in 2014. The musical, starring Kiwi actors
Rose McIver and George Mason, was
inspired by Bright’s parents’ bittersweet
love story. Stubbs says Daffodils is "a
musical – and a very human story that
I believe will speak to all Kiwis. And of
course, it’s a celebration of New Zealand
music that I hope will resonate locally
as well as across the globe".
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EVENING IN PARADISE
by Lucia Berlin / Picador / RRP $38

American short-story writer Lucia Berlin
died in 2004 but remained almost
unknown until 2015, when A Manual
for Cleaning Women was published to
massive acclaim. The 22 further stories
in Evening in Paradise confirm what that
collection already made clear: Berlin was
a master of the form who was woefully
underappreciated during her lifetime.
It’s hard to overstate how stunning her
writing is, how deftly she transports
readers into her characters’ exterior and
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Berlin’s stories are closely based on her
real life: a childhood spent between the
USA and Chile, a glamorous bohemian
adulthood in Mexico and various
American cities, four sons, three
husbands, many affairs, jazz, drugs,
booze, art, travel.
There are dramatic moments – deaths,
romances, break-ups – but the stories
still feel like vignettes more than formal
narratives. Reading them, you become
convinced that the life of the characters
extends far beyond the final sentence.
In comparison, other short-story writers
start to seem like cheap tricksters,
with their fiddly little plot twists and
climaxes. Life, as I’m sure Berlin would
agree, is so much richer than fiction.

If you’re
someone with
a growing
reading list
and little
time to
actually crack the spines and bury
your nose in, Blinkist may be your
answer. It provides summaries
of popular non-fiction books
spanning psychology, politics,
science and self-improvement.
Each book is condensed into a
digestible 15-minute summary –
or blink – which can be listened
to or read. Titles include The 7
Habits of Highly Effective People by
Stephen Covey, Thinking, Fast and
Slow by Daniel Kahneman, and
The 4-Hour Workweek: Escape 9–5,
Live Anywhere, and Join the New
Rich by Tim Ferriss. Every day,
Blinkist offers one free book or you
can sign up for a paid membership
giving you access to more than
2,500 non-fiction titles.
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